
Swing-arm pivot Footrest

abba Swing-arm Removal Kit Instructions

Note: Diagram below is showing the right hand side of bike (Brake lever side)

Top footrest hanger bolt -

Bottom footrest hanger bolt -

The Swing-arm removal kit is designed for use with the abba superbike stand when a swing-
arm is to be removed from the motorcycle. If you do not intend to remove the swing-arm please 
use the abba superbike stand in its normal mode lifting on the swing-arm pivot with the correct 
fitting kit.

To fit the swing-arm removal kit to the bike follow these simple steps.

1. Either remove the top or bottom footrest hanger bolt. It is best to remove the one that is most 
inline with the swing-arm pivot (if possible)

2. Fit the swing-arm removal kit to the footrest hanger with the M8 bolt supplied (In most cases 
the M8 nut will not be needed) If the swing-arm removal fitting will not fit “flush” against the 
footrest hanger, remove the hanger completely and fit directly to the frame of the bike.

3. Repeat steps 1&2 for the opposite side of the bike. (WARNING: Make sure you use the 
same footrest hanger point on both sides. Either top or bottom)

4. Remove any normal fittings from the abba superbike stand, so you only have the “Standard” 
fittings left on the stand.

5. Fit the abba superbike stand in the normal way (as per the superbike stand instructions) Fit 
the stand over the top of the swing-arm removal kit previously fitted.

Notes: 

* Make sure you use the same footrest hanger on each side, either top or bottom.
* The M8 nuts supplied will in most cases not be needed.
* Check that the M8 bolts will not protude out too far and fail on any part of the machine (if 
necessary these can be cut to size)

If in doubt please call: 01245 322331 or email: info@abbastands.co.uk
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